
The existing legacy Logistics Management System application is 
manually optimized by collecting data manually and also it lacks 
integration with shipping and tacking of information. Optimization 
of route difficulty and timely delivery to the destination point was 
the major challenge faced by them. Their requirements are:

To diagnose and identify the risk of patients

Delivering predictive care for patients in their homes.

Disease management and preventive care.

And More…

After a complete analysis of the business challenges they faced and the 
requirements, we came up with developing a logistics management system 
application with a smooth workflow to serve best to the customers. The application
is also integrated with the GPS and Google Geo-locations API to track the shipment 
in real-time. It was made with an inventory management system and accurate 
shipping, tracking information with the live route. Thus, our application made the 
client manage easily with Transportation and logistics management.

Web application for Logistics Management System

The client is a reputed Mul�na�onal Logis�cs company in the USA.

App seamless workflow experience
Inventory management
Automate functions
Shipping and tracking information
Live Tracking of shipping with route
Synchronization of the information with the airport, port, path, etc.



With our logistics management system application, we were able to achieve what the client 
asked for:

Laravel
PHP
Angular
Geo-Locations API
MySQL
HTML5
CSS

Now accelerate your business process with CG-VAK and get into a competitive edge with our 
various application development services. 

Inventory Management
Warehouse Management
Shipping and Tracking Details
Live route enabled for easy tracking
Shipment Status Alerts and Updates
Flexibility
Easy optimization
Timely delivery to the destination point
Automated functionalities
Transparency in all reports
GPS Enabled

Mail:  or sales@cgvak.com biz@cgvakindia.com
Phone: +1 (908) 737-7425
Visit us: www.cgvakindia.com

As a leading outsourced product development company, we make outsourcing successful for our 
clients. With extensive knowledge and deep expertise in software product development, we help 
our clients to manage their business in a streamlined process. Our Outsourcing firm started at 
1995 and successfully implemented Various IT services. Our comprehensive range of services 
includes custom software development, web app, mobile app development, eCommerce, digital 
marketing solutions, IMS services to our clients. To know more about our services, visit our website
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